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Flags of Pennsylvania’s U. S. Colored Troops

“The field upon which we now stand will be known as classic ground, for here has
been the great central point of the organization of our military forces. When my
administration of public affairs will have been forgotten and the good and evil will
be only known to the investigation of the antiquarian, Camp Curtin, with its
memories and associations, will be immortal.”
- Governor Andrew Curtin, 1865
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U.S.C.T. Grand Review in November
Prior to being sent home at the end of the Civil War, the Union Armies
converged on Washington, D.C., for one last Grand Review. On May 23
and 24, 1865, the veteran Union soldiers marched down Pennsylvania
Avenue to the cheers of thousands of grateful citizens. It was a glorious
celebration of a hard won victory! Conspicuously absent, however, were the
regiments of the United States Colored Troops. Despite the fact that over
200,000 African-Americans, including eleven regiments from Pennsylvania,
had served in the Union Army, they were not invited to join the celebratory
parade. As a small recognition of the service of the black troops, a parade
was held in Harrisburg on November 14, 1865. Pennsylvania was the only
state to hold such an event. The parade formed at State and Filbert Streets
on the east side of the Capitol. The troops marched through the streets of
Harrisburg to the home of Simon Cameron on South Front Street. Cameron
had been a long time abolitionist and an early advocate for using AfricanAmerican volunteers. He reviewed the troops from the front porch of the
mansion and delivered a speech commending their service to the nation.
The 145th anniversary of the U.S.C.T. Grand Review will be
commemorated in Harrisburg with various events, November 5 to 7. The
main public day will be Saturday, November 6, with a Grand Review Parade
and Chautauqua & Heritage Fair in the Commonwealth Keystone Building,
400 North Street, Harrisburg. For more information, visit the event website
at www.VisitPA.com/GrandReview.

Monument Clean-Up October 24
Camp Curtin will conduct its semi-annual clean-up around the 17th
Pennsylvania Cavalry Monument at the Gettysburg National Military Park
on Sunday, October 24. Gather in the Peace Light Memorial parking lot.
Wear comfortable clothes; long pants and work gloves are suggested. For
more information, contact Jack Thomas at 717-766-1899 (day) or 717-4185587 (evening).
_____________________________________________________________

Cover: A reconstruction of the regimental color of the 127th Regiment of
United States Colored Troops from Pennsylvania. It is based on a
reproduction owned by the Pennsylvania Capitol Preservation Committee. It
depicts the goddess of liberty handing a flag to a U.S.C.T. soldiers and
bears the inscription “We will prove ourselves men.” The back of the flag,
pictured in our feature article, has an American eagle.
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The Flags of Pennsylvania’s
United States Colored Troops
by Paul Miller

The 22nd U.S.C.T. charging at Petersburg. The regimental flag depicted a Black soldier bayoneting a Confederate Officer and
bore the motto “Sic Semper Tyrannis” (Thus always to tyrants). Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper, July 9, 1864.

Before departing Philadelphia for the battle-front
on March 31, 1864, Colonel Gustavas Scroggs of
the Twenty-fifth United States Colored Troops
(U.S.C.T.) Regiment lamented to those in
attendance at the presentation ceremony of their
regimental color, “We hope that this flag will
some day be returned to you, and that it may be
admitted to an honorable place among those
which justly claim our country‟s reverence, as a
token of the valor and fidelity of those of her
sable sons to whom its safety and honor have
been so generously confided.”
Unfortunately however, following the war‟s end,
this flag and those of Pennsylvania‟s ten other
U.S.C.T. regiments fell into obscurity. Although
flags from U.S.C.T. regiments raised in other

states still remain, all that remains of those from
Pennsylvania are photographs of the colors.
Recruitment operations in Pennsylvania for
raising U.S.C.T. regiments began in early June
1863. To handle the influx of new recruits, its
base and training facility was established at Camp
William Penn, located just outside Philadelphia.
As enlistments rose, so too did the need for
uniforms, equipment and other military supplies.
Managing this task was the Supervisory
Committee for Recruiting Colored Regiments,
which was comprised of “the most prominent
merchants, bankers, professional men, &c.” in
Philadelphia.
The Supervisory Committee
originally “pledge[d] to the War Department . . .
„to defray extraordinary expenses attending

recruiting of three colored regiments for the war‟
. . .” However, the Committee extended their
initial pledge and continued to fund further
recruitment due to continued donations and
monetary contributions from their constituents.
One aspect of the Supervisory Committee‟s and
its associated groups contribution to their
U.S.C.T. regiments was battle flags.
In
accordance with the Revised Regulations for the
Army of the United States, 1861, each infantry
regiment was to receive “two silken colors,” one
national and one regimental. Regulation national
colors were described as possessing not only the
customary thirteen red and white stripes and star
for each state, but also “the number and name of
the regiment . . . embroidered with silver on the
centre stripe.” The more elaborate regimental
colors were “to be blue [silk], with the arms of
the United States embroidered in silk on the
centre. The name of the regiment in a scroll,
underneath the eagle.” Further, both were to be
augmented with silk tassels and yellow fringe.

constraints and metallic thread‟s tendency to
oxidize. (For more information on Union Flags,
see “Colors of the Blue,” The Bugle, Vol. 19, No.
3, Fall 2009, online at www.campcurtin.org)
Interestingly, both flags were to be issued to each
of the federal government‟s new U.S.C.T.
regiments as was solidified in the June 15, 1864
army appropriations act, which equalized the
issuance of “uniform[s], clothing, arms,
equipments, camp equipage, rations, medical and
hospital attendance, pay and emoluments . . .”
between white and black soldiers.
Although the general look and material
composition of military flags were defined within
federal regulations, two factors limit the
extraction of precise details regarding those of
Pennsylvania‟s U.S.C.T. regiments: signature
patterns developed by flag contractors and no
known surviving originals. However, several
inferences can be made based on the location of
Pennsylvania‟s U.S.C.T. training facility and the
Supervisory Committee‟s headquarters in
Philadelphia.
Supplying most of Pennsylvania‟s national and
regimental colors, and those of other states for
that matter, were Philadelphia based military
contractors Horstmann Brothers & Co. and Evans
and Hassall. Operating through the Philadelphia
Depot (also known as the Schuylkill Arsenal),
flags from both companies adhered closely to the
pattern set by the 1861 federal regulations.
National colors from these contractors were
modified as per the June 1861 request of
Pennsylvania‟s Adjutant General E. M. Biddle,
which simply called for a narrower union that
contained stars “arranged symmetrically” (an
ovular shape). Although the state government of
Pennsylvania did not provide flags to the
federally recruited U.S.C.T. regiments raised in
the state, it is quite likely the flags these units did
receive were purchased from either Horstmann
Brothers & Co. or Evans and Hassall and were in
the pattern previously mentioned.

The regulations called for embroidery for
lettering and designs but this was quickly
discarded at the outset of the war in favor of
silver and gold paint due to supply, time

Interestingly, Horstmann Brothers & Co. was
contracted to manufacture replacement national
colors for the Sixth and Twenty-second U.S.C.T.

regiments (both from Pennsylvania) following
Union Major General Benjamin Butler‟s order
that they and the other U.S.C.T. regiments in his
third division “have the word „Petersburg‟” and
“„New Market Heights‟ inscribed upon their
colors for their gallantry . . .” However, it is not
known who manufactured the first issued colors
of these two regiments. Further demarcating
possible makers, in February 1864 Evans and
Hassall presented the Supervisory Committee‟s
Free Military School in Philadelphia with “A
beautiful silk regimental flag . . . inscribed on it,
in gold letters, the names of the donors, and to
whom it was presented.” Analyzing the modest
amount of available evidence, it is palpable that
both contractors supplied the majority of flags to
the
eleven
U.S.C.T.
regiments
from
Pennsylvania.
At the focus of previous studies are the highly
decorated regimental colors of Pennsylvania‟s
U.S.C.T. units and their artist. African American
painter David Bustill Bowser of Philadelphia was
commissioned by the Supervisory Committee to
paint non-regulation emblematic backgrounds on
the regimental colors that often depicted the
goddess Liberty with an African American
soldier. A flag‟s initial construction, however,
was probably not handled by Bowser, who was a
painter and not a tailor. A finished blank, blue
silk regimental color was most likely sent to him
from one of the two Philadelphia flag makers for
painting.
Newspaper coverage of the presentation of
finished flags often mentioned Bowser‟s artistry
and sometimes Bowser by name. Concerning the
presentation of the Third U.S.C.T.‟s regimental
color, the Philadelphia Inquirer noted, “The flag
cost one hundred and fifty dollars. The size of
the flag is six feet square, and bore the motto –
Our country and our flag. The figure of the
Goddess of Liberty is painted on it, in the act of
presenting the standard to a color-bearer. On the
top is the following – Rather die freemen than
live to be slaves. The United States coat of arms
is on the reverse. On the top is inscribed the
following: - Presented by a committee of colored
ladies.”

The Press newspaper of Philadelphia recounted
of the Twenty-fourth U.S.C.T.‟s regimental color,
“The flag which was presented to the regiment is
of a heavy rich blue silk, is adorned with a very
fine painting, from an original design by Mr.
Bowser, a colored artist . . .”

The 24th U.S.C.T. flag shows a black soldier on a
mountaintop reaching toward heaven and the motto “Fiat
Justitia” (Let justice be done).

Fortunately, photographs of the Third, Sixth,
Twenty-second, Twenty-fourth, Twenty-fifth,
Forty-fifth and One Hundred Twenty-seventh
regimental colors still survive and are retained at
both the Library of Congress and University of
Maryland, Baltimore County. Though originally
issued to the regiments, photographs of the
Eighth, Thirty-second, Forty-first, and Fortythird‟s regimental colors cannot be found.
Unfortunately, no photographs of the eleven
regiments‟ national colors are known to have ever
existed.
Partially to blame for the disappearance of several
U.S.C.T. national colors was their use in combat.
The national color of the Eighth U.S.C.T.
regiment was captured on October 20, 1864 at the
Battle of Olustee in Florida. It was reported that
the regiment lost “5 of the color guard and 3

sergeants, who at different times seized the colors
. . .”. During the mass confusion of the battle,
Lieutenant Elijah Lewis of the Eighth regiment
remembered,
My attention was directed to a flag laying on the
ground. I picked it up; it was our national color.
An officer of the battery now rode up and said, in
words as nearly I can recollect, „Don‟t leave that
battery; bring your flag and rally the men around
it.‟ I carried the colors up to the gun, when
Lieutenant Norton, of Company K, said, „Don‟t
carry that flag; give it to one of the men, and help
form some kind of a line.‟

Mr. Browser [Bowser], the celebrated colored
artist,” was presented to the unit by the
Supervisory Committee. However, this flag and
the potentially issued “‟splendid American flag,‟”
mentioned by Pennsylvania flag historian Richard
Sauers as possibly having been issued to the
regiment in the spring of 1864, are unaccounted
for. So too are the national and regimental colors
of Forty-first U.S.C.T regiment, which in a
postwar account were mentioned as having been
“advanced . . . in a charge like a dress-parade,”
which “cleared the enemy from its front” at the
April 9, 1865 Battle of Appomattox. However,
nothing further of its whereabouts was located.

Following the fight Lewis noted, “I would beg to
leave to state that both officers of the color
company were severely wounded, that two colorsergeants were killed and another wounded, and
half the color guard wounded or killed. . . . We
had two stand of colors belonging to the
regiment; I was misled by seeing one of them
being carried out, thinking both were there.”
Though the regimental color was saved at the
expense of its bearer‟s hand, which was “nearly
shot off,” no photograph was taken of it following
the war.
Another instance of a flag‟s destruction by
combat occurred on July 30, 1864 at the Battle of
the Crater during the Siege of Petersburg when
both the national and regimental colors of the
Forty-third U.S.C.T. regiment were literally shot
to pieces. It was documented by the regiment‟s
chaplain, Jeremiah M. Mickley, that “As each
brave color-bearer was shot down, another, and
another would grasp the National emblem, all
riddled with balls, and plant it further on the
enemy‟s line. In this terrific engagement, this
battalion of the forty-third had its colors almost
entirely cut up by the fire, and the color staffs
splintered and broken.”
Though used by their respective regiments, some
flags seem to have simply vanished following the
war‟s end and/or were not photographed. The
regimental color of the Thirty-second U.S.C.T.
regiment, for example, which was said to have
possessed “characteristic designs painted . . . by

The back of the 127th U.S.C.T. regimental color had the
American Eagle as specified by Army Regulations. Many of
the U.S.C.T. Flags had a different design painted on the
reverse. The heavy paint of the front and back artwork added
to the deterioration of the flags over time.

Further causation for the now missing flags is
undoubtedly due to their several changes in postwar storage locations. Immediately following the
war, each of the surviving colors were given “to
Major William B. Lane, the Chief Mustering
Officer at Philadelphia, for safekeeping.” Upon
the cessation of Lane‟s position in 1866, the
various U.S.C.T. flags in his possession were
returned to the federal government, whose
property they originally were. In 1906 the flags

were again moved. According to the Military
Secretary‟s report made that year, “The [War]
Department . . . had in its custody 123 flags of the
United States volunteer organizations, nearly all
of them being colors of United States Colored
Troops of the civil-war period.” The report
continued, “A recommendation by this office,
that the unidentifiable Union flags, together with
the United States volunteer flags remaining in the
Department, be transferred to the Military
Academy, to be placed on exhibition there with
the other flags . . . that had already been
transferred to that institution, was approved . . .
February 8, 1906.”
According to Sauers, only a few of Pennsylvania‟s U.S.C.T. regiments‟ flags could be
identified at that time. He further lamented that
the others probably “had deteriorated and were
unable to be positively identified.” Compounding
this was a further time lapse and continuation of
improper curatorial practices, which most likely
led to additional material degradation. Sauers
concluded that the flags remained in the West
Point Museum until sometime just prior to the
American entry into World War II. By that time,
the Museum had acquired hundreds of flags, and
storage space had become limited. All flags that
had not been restored were reclassified and those
considered as expendable were destroyed. As a
result, most of the colors of the United States
Colored Troops were discarded.
Although returned to the federal government after
the war, as was earlier admonished by Colonel
Scroggs of the Twenty-fifth U.S.C.T. Regiment,
natural causes, use and forgotten history
ultimately led to the disappearance of the flags
from Pennsylvania‟s U.S.C.T. regiments.
________________________________________
Author: Paul Miller holds a degree in history with a
concentration in the Civil War and nineteenth-century
America from Shepherd University. Currently, he is
taking his master’s in American Studies from Penn
State University. Paul was previously a Ranger at
Antietam National Battlefield, based at South
Mountain State Battlefield. He is now the Museum
Technician of Arms and Ordnance at the United
States Army Heritage and Education Center.

Black Troops in the Civil War
When the Civil War began, black men were not
permitted to enlist in the U.S. Army. Lincoln
wanted to keep the war about preserving the
Union rather than abolishing slavery. In 1862,
however, military necessity required a change.
Lincoln issued his preliminary Emancipation
Proclamation that all slaves in rebellious states
would be free as of January 1, 1863, unless the
states returned to the Union. It also allowed “that
such persons of suitable condition, will be
received into the armed service of the United
States to garrison forts, positions, stations, and
other places, and to man vessels of all sorts in
said service.”
Free blacks and escaped slaves rushed to enlist
and by the end of the war, about 180,000 black
men would fight for the North, approximately
one-tenth of all Union soldiers and sailors.
Frederick Douglass proclaimed, "Once let the
black man get upon his person the brass letters,
U.S., let him get an eagle on his button, and a
musket on his shoulder and bullets in his pockets,
and there is no power on earth which can deny
that he has earned the right to citizenship in the
United States."
In 1863, when African-American men were
finally accepted for federal service, they were
organized into separate regiments outside the
state numbering systems (with a few exceptions,
notably the 54th and 55th Massachusetts) and
designated "United States Colored Troops". The
units were segregated and officered by white
men. Both black and white risked their lives
together in these units since the Confederates felt
a special antagonism to anyone in the U.S.C.T.
The 3rd, 6th, 8th, 22nd, 24th, 25th, 32nd, 41st,
43rd, 45th, and 127th U.S.C.T. regiments were
from Pennsylvania and trained at Camp William
Penn outside Philadelphia on land donated by the
abolitionist Lucretia Mott. Pennsylvania supplied
more black troops than any other Northern state.
Harrisburg‟s Thomas Morris Chester was a
prominent recruiter for the U.S.C.T.

Camp Curtin Historical Society
presents

The Gathering Storm:
The Coming of the Civil War
by

Lawrence E. Keener-Farley
2:00PM, Sunday, November 14
at the Camp Curtin Memorial-Mitchell United Methodist Church
2221 North Sixth Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Lawrence E. “Larry” Keener-Farley will present a slide-illustrated lecture that examines the issues,
events and personalities in American history that led to the Civil War. The Civil War did not suddenly
burst upon the American scene in 1861. The storm clouds had been gathering at the founding of the
nation. Issues of slavery, territorial expansion, economic systems, and the role of government all had a
part in the coming of the “irrepressible conflict.”
Larry is the president of the Camp Curtin Historical Society. He is a consultant for the Pennsylvania
Civil War Trails Project, serves on the Cumberland County Civil War 150th Committee, co-authored a
tour book of Civil War Harrisburg, and volunteers as a museum gallery historian at Gettysburg National
Military Park. Prior to his retirement, Dr. Keener-Farley was employed by York College, Alice Lloyd
College, Harrisburg Area Community College, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the National
Civil War Museum.

This presentation is free. Bring a friend.
Refreshments and a social hour will follow the presentation.
For information call 717-732-5115 or email genjenkins@aol.com

